Team returning Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter to duty after computer swap
7 April 2015, by Guy Webster
The orbiter has experienced this type of unplanned
computer swap six times previously, starting in
2007 and including two occasions in 2014.
"We never quite know when it's going to happen,
but we know what to do when it does," said Reid
Thomas, mission manager for Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California.

This artist's concept shows NASA's Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter mission over the red planet.
NASA launched this multipurpose spacecraft to advance
our understanding of Mars through detailed observation,
to examine potential landing sites for future surface
missions and to provide a high-data-rate
communications relay for those missions. The orbiter's
shallow radar experiment, one of six science instruments
on board, is designed to probe the internal structure of
Mars' polar ice caps, as well as to gather information
planet-wide about underground layers of ice, rock and,
perhaps, liquid water, which might be accessible from
the surface. Credit: NASA/JPL

NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, at Mars
since 2006, made an unplanned switch on
Wednesday from one main computer to a
redundant one onboard, triggering a hiatus in
planned activities.
Sensing the computer swap, the orbiter put itself
into a precautionary safe standby mode. It
remained healthy, in communication and fully
powered. The mission's operations team expects
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter to resume full
duty within a few days, including communication
relays and science observations.

Shifts between the spacecraft's redundant "Side A"
and "Side B" main computers leave a clear
signature that enables the team to quickly diagnose
what happened and send commands beginning the
process of restoring the orbiter to full operations.
The latest swap put the spacecraft onto the Side B
computer.
NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter entered orbit
around the Red Planet on March 10, 2006. Since
then, it has returned more data than all other past
and current interplanetary missions combined, with
a current tally of 249 terabits.
The mission met all its science goals in a two-year
primary science phase. Four extensions, the latest
beginning in 2014, have added to the science
returns. The longevity of the mission has given
researchers tools to study seasonal and longerterm changes on the Mars. Among other current
activities, the orbiter is examining possible landing
sites for future missions to Mars and relaying
communications to Earth from NASA's two active
Mars rovers.
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